SYMPOSIUM ON 7 OCTOBER 2022
High Council of French Notariat (CSN)
60 Bd de Latour-Maubourg 75007 PARIS

Dear colleagues,
For more than two years it was impossible for the IRENE Foundation to
organise its symposia as usual. It continued its activity of publishing and
selling books on the notarial profession in collaboration with the Council of the
Notariats of the European Union (CNUE) and the European Affairs Committee
(CAE).
It is time to resume the normal course of its activities. That is why
IRENE is organising a symposium on Friday, 7 October in Paris, at CSN
premises that is dedicated to the analysis of how European notaries use the
electronic authentic act and remote digital signing of authentic acts.
This symposium is organised in partnership with both CNUE and CAE
and will offer the opportunity to hear notaries’ representatives most committed
to new technologies with practical and concrete demonstration.
High profile personalities from the notarial profession and academics
will honour this meeting with their presence.
Please find attached herewith a list of hotels close to the CSN with
which the latter has privileged relations. It is strongly advised to reserve your
rooms the earliest possible.
A fee of €150 is required upon registration of each person, which will
cover the cost of on-site cocktails and dinner, coffee breaks and the
translation of speeches into French and English.
Please return the registration form with your payment, the amount of
which must be transferred to the IRENE account, the bank details of which
are also attached.
A detailed agenda will be sent as soon as possible to each registrant.
Thanking you in advance and looking forward to seeing you.
Kind regards
Pierre Becqué
Président
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